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PORTAL FIBROSIS AND
SCHISTOSOMAL PORTAL
HYPERTENSION:
what is the best strategy for
primary and secondary prevention of
hemorrhage from esophageal varices

HEADINGS – Fibrosis. Hypertension, portal. Schistosomiasis. Esophageal and gastric varices.

Schistosomal portal hypertension (SPH) is the leading
causes of non-cirrhotic portal hypertension in Brazil and
bleeding from esophagogastric varices is one of its most
dreadful complications. Although its frequency has been
declining, SPH is one of the major causes of upper
gastrointestinal bleeding in the northeastern part of the
country, particularly from esophageal varices (EV)(21). The
best strategy to manage patients with SPH and EV is still a
matter of controversy.

Primary prophylaxis and secondary prevention of
bleeding from EV in portal hypertension due to cirrhosis has
been well established based in several randomized controlled
trials (RCT)(1, 23). In this regard, non-selective β-blockers are
generally indicated for primary prophylaxis of patients with
cirrhosis and either medium or large EV(1). For those cirrhotic
subjects who had already experienced one episode of variceal
bleeding, either β-blockers, β-blockers plus endoscopic band
ligation (EBL) or EBL alone have been proposed(23).
Sclerotherapy has been replaced by EBL due to its higher
incidence of side effects and rebleeding(6). In addition, surgery,
including either non-selective or selective shunts has been
abandoned, in spite of its efficacy in prevention of rebleeding,
due to its adverse impact in liver function and the development
of portal systemic encephalopathy (PSE)(23). The risk of portal
vein thrombosis after either shunting or esophagogastric
devascularization with splenectomy (EGDS)(2) and the

postoperative development of intraperitoneal adhesions is
another major drawback of  surgery for portal hypertension
in cirrhosis, since they can render liver transplantation
unfeasible in the near future.

As previously stated(4), every treatment strategy applied
for the prevention of rebleeding of EV in cirrhotics have also
been tried in subjects with non-cirrhotic portal hypertension,
particularly in patients with hepatosplenic schistosomiasis.
In this respect, several papers have evaluated different
treatment strategies for secondary prevention of bleeding from
EV, including pharmacological treatment(7, 15, 18),
sclerotherapy(5, 14, 16, 20), EBL(22) and surgery(3, 9, 12, 19). Most of
these data are uncontrolled and have focused different end-
points. In addition, the majority of those trials have addressed
the results of different types of surgery and to my knowledge
there is no well-designed controlled trial to date that have
compared surgery with either endoscopic (sclerotherapy or
EBL) or pharmacologic treatment for SPH.

RAIA et al.(19) have performed a RCT comparing three
different types of surgery, namely proximal splenorenal
shunting (PSS), distal splenorenal shunting (DSS) and EGDS
and have concluded that the later was indeed the best surgical
option for secondary prevention of bleeding from EV in
schistosomiasis due to its low morbidity and mortality. In
this trial, PSE was observed in none of the subjects submitted
to EGDS and rebleeding occurred in only 14% of them in the
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long term. These conclusions were also shared by several other
authors(9, 13, 22). However, some of them have combined EGDS with
postoperative sclerotherapy to avoid recurrent hemorrhage from
residual EV(10). The risk of rebleeding from EV after EGDS is reported
to range from 14% to 27%(9, 12, 19) and has been shown to be higher in
subjects with massive splenomegaly, periportal fibrosis worse than
grade I and large EV(8).

In the present issue of ARQUIVOS de GASTROENTE-
ROLOGIA, FERRAZ et al.(11) have reported similar results studying
histological abnormalities of wedge liver biopsies obtained during
EGDS in patients with SPH and comparing the degree of periportal
fibrosis with recurrence of hemorrhage from EV. The same authors
have previously reported their results encouraging EGDS combined
to postoperative sclerotherapy in subjects with residual EV(9, 10) as
the treatment of choice for secondary prevention of bleeding from EV
in schistosomiasis. In this study, subjects submitted to EGDS with
periportal fibrosis grade I had significantly less rebleeding when
compared to their counterparts with grade II or III (3% vs. 21% and
16%, respectively)(11).

Since these subgroups of patients with more periportal fibrosis,
larger EV and splenomegaly are more prone to bleeding recurrences
after EGDS, it is logical to assume that these parameters could be
employed to identify non-invasively those subjects at risk for
rebleeding after surgery, probably the best candidates for combined
postoperative sclerotherapy or preferentially EBL.

Recently, measurement of esophageal variceal pressure have been
attempted by endoscopic methods and this technique hold promises
in selection of those patients at higher risk of rebleeding due to
suboptimal drops in portal pressure after surgery(13).

However, there are several unsolved questions regarding primary
and secondary prevention of bleeding from EV in SPH. As previously
outlined none of the surgical techniques have been compared to endoscopic
and pharmacologic treatment modalities for secondary prevention of
rebleeding. Most surgical centers favor EGDS combined if necessary to
variceal erradication by endoscopic methods, but there is no consensus
due to the scarcity of data. Unfortunately, to solve this issue, it is unlikely
that other trials would be performed in this field, because the incidence of
schistosomiasis and its hepatosplenic form are sharply decreasing.

In view of these facts, it is reasonable to argue that secondary
prevention of rebleeding from EH in SPH should be managed according
to local expertise and resources. It is important to emphasize that
ectopic and gastric varices, that usually do not respond so well to
endoscopic therapy, are fairly common in patients with SPH(9) and
their presence should be kept on mind when planning treatment for
those subjects. In the meanwhile, different treatment strategies are
acceptable in dealing with subjects with SPH who had already bled.
EGDS with or without postoperative EBL or β-blockers and/or EBL
are reasonable options. In the later, EGDS could be further offered in
case of pharmacologic and/or endoscopic failure. This policy has been
also advocated in other forms of non-cirrhotic portal hypertension(17).
Taking into consideration the results of primary prophylaxis of bleeding
from EV in cirrhotic portal hypertension, it can be speculated, in lack
of definite data, that the same strategy could also be applied to SPH.
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